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Roverpet #WP1824DSF 18” high 2’x4’ Whelping Pen Assembly Instructions 
 

 

 

Whelping Pen shown attached to Whelping Box 

 

Inventory list for Roverpet #WP1824DSF Whelping Pen:  
 
(3) #118 18” high panels  (1) #D18 18” high door  (3) #180 straight stabilizer  
(18) #250 floor/divider clips   (1) #F24 2’x4’ floor 
(8) #200 panel clips (pre-attached to panel assembly by Roverpet). 
 

Whelping box sold separate! 

 

Assembly Procedure 
 

1.) Unpack contents of shipping carton and compare to parts list above; the door and panels will arrive to you 
in a pre-connected configuration from Roverpet. 

2.) Unfold the panel assembly and arrange to resemble the picture above with the door positioned on the right 
side of the whelping pen. 

3.) If you are attaching this Roverpet Whelping Pen to an already assembled Roverpet Whelping Box, remove 
the #90 stabilizers from the corners closest to the door. If you are going to be attaching this Roverpet 
Whelping Pen to a Roverpet Whelping Box that has yet to be set up, assemble the Roverpet Whelping Box 
per the instructions but leave the #90 stabilizers off of the corners closest to the door as they will be 
attached to the corners of this Roverpet Whelping Pen instead. 

4.) Attach the Roverpet Whelping Pen panel assembly to the Roverpet Whelping Box with the supplied #250 
clips. Install the clips in four groupings of three that wrap completely around the three adjoining frame pipes 
in a triangulated configuration as shown in the photo below. Each clip will connect to two panels only, so 
this triangulated configuration is necessary to secure all thee PVC panels together. 
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5.) Install the supplied #180 straight stabilizers onto the top of the door panel and the panel adjacent to it (left 

photo below) and install two #90 corner stabilizers removed from the Roverpet Whelping Box onto the top 
of the two corner panel connections (right photo below). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

            Note: Pig Rails can reduce the risk of possible suffocation. Note: Puppies must be watched at all times.                                          

 
6.) Enjoy your new #WP1824DSF Roverpet Whelping Pen! 

 
       The available 2’x4’ floor tray (part number #F24) can be installed into your new Roverpet Whelping Pen.   
       Roverpet PVC Floors add extra insurance against pet soiling of your carpet or underlying    
       flooring. Please visit www.roverpet.com or call (800) 658-5925 to order a floor or other valuable Roverpet 
Accessories. 

  Whelping Box and Sealed PVC floors sold separate! 
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